FIRST OVER EVEREST
sands can burn shoe-leather and whose far horizons have
swallowed up whole caravans, is to be irrigated by the greatest
water scheme man has ever had the boldness to conceive or
put into practice. The engineers will be the same who built
the Panama Canal, and the waters of the Mediterranean will
be brought in from the Tunis side. This grandiose undertaking
will one day not only make the desert blossom like a rose
garden, but will remove much of the danger for aircraft traver-
sing the wilderness.
Though they had left Sicily at 1.17 and the distance was only
ninety-five miles, the flyers did not pass over Carthage, and
land at Tunis aerodrome, until 4.27. Tunis has the most pic-
turesque bazaars in all Africa, and its attractions had increased
for the party while it was remaining an unreachable goal.
Charming French officers insisted on taking the party to their
mess, where their arrival was celebrated with speeches and the
Entente was cordially celebrated in champagne.
The rest of the way to Cairo is desert flying, and except for
short cuts follows the coast-line. It is a well-defined route,
boasting far more traffic than is generally known. At one
landing-ground there was a man from Nairobi making his
fourteenth journey home; at another two Hungarians dropped
unexpectedly out of the clouds; at yet another there was a
Londoner. The arrival of English flyers is an ordinary occurrence
and a bi-weekly air mail links up the Italian towns and stations
in Tripoli. The aerodromes are large and fairly good. The
party arrived at one landing-ground just as the setting sun
illuminated the desert with a rosy floodlight, the air laden with
scent j&om the thousand and one wild flowers that stud the
Sahara after rainstorms in early spring. A be-ribboned Mayor
acted as host. The machines were swiftly stored away in the
big hangar by well-trained natives, and all the resources of the
mess were forthcoming, including such titbits as the time from
Big Ben and news from London.
An entrancing spot on the coast is Mersa Matruh, in the
western desert. Some of the flyers knew this lonely bay years
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